The preliminary conceptual design study of prismatic-type Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) has been performed with 950 o C outlet coolant temperature for higher efficient hydrogen and electricity production. First, the core internals that enable higher outlet temperature are considered in the viewpoint of reduction of core bypass flow. Three-dimensional thermal and hydraulic analyses are carried out and show that the 950 o C outlet temperature requires approximately 90% fuel flow fraction and it can be achieved with the installation of the seals in bottom blocks, the coolant tubes in the permanent side reflectors and the core restraint devices. Next, the core and fission product (FP) release analyses are performed. The analysis methods that have been developed for the pin-in-block fuel, one type of prismatic VHTR cores, can be applied to multi-hole fuel, another type of the cores, with some adjustments of the analytical models.
Introduction
The High temperature Gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) has attracted attention and its research and development programs are promoted recently across the world since HTGR has superiority for both of hydrogen generation for the future world and high efficient electricity generation with direct cycle gas turbine systems.
In recent years, higher outlet temperature is required for higher efficiency of hydrogen and electricity generation and Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) that has 950 o C and over of outlet temperature is one of the candidate reactors in Generation IV international forum (GIF).
In this paper, we describe the core internals that enable 950 o C outlet temperature and the core and fission product (FP) release analyses.
Core Internal and By-pass Flow
The main functions of the core internals are, (1) To support the core to maintain its geometry and transfer earthquake load to reactor pressure vessel (RPV) (2) To limit heat transport from the core to metallic structures and form the coolant flow path (3) To limit neutron flux from the core to prevent excessive embrittlement of metallic structures Particularly in VHTR, because that the coolant outlet temperature are required to raise to 950 o C which is accompanied by rise of fuel temperature, the core internals are required to reserve sufficient core flow ratio to keep fuel temperature in adequate level by strictly restraining core bypass flow ratio. The target of the core internal study is settled to keep the fuel temperature as the same as that of 850 o C-core. Three-dimensional (3D) thermal and hydraulic analyses are conducted with the aim of evaluation of effect for declination of fuel temperature by restraining core bypass flow ratio.
Core Internals Structure
The core internals, as shown in Fig.1 , consists of the graphite structures and metallic structures.
The graphite structures are mainly composed of central reflector blocks, side reflector blocks and permanent side reflector (PSR) blocks.
The central reflector blocks and the side reflector blocks are hexagonal column blocks of graphite that surround core fuel blocks at inner and outer side. The permanent side reflectors consist of blocks making circumferential segments with the keys on adjacent surface, and are stacked in column. The metallic structures are composed of the core barrel and the upper plenum shroud. The core barrel supports the graphite structures.
Core Bypass Flow
As main flow, the inlet coolant is provided from cross duct and flows upward through reactor side coolant holes in PSR and heated up to 950 o C while flowing downward in the coolant holes of fuel blocks. On the other hand, because the graphite structures of core internals are constructed by stacks of graphite blocks, there are formed numerous gaps such as gaps between neighboring columns of fuel blocks, reflector blocks and PSR blocks or edges of coolant holes in PSR stack. Certain part of coolant, which flows into these gaps without contributing to cool the fuels, is categorized into the core bypass flow. Since the effective coolant flow ratio of the core decreases in contradiction to increase of the core bypass flow, the core bypass flow must be reduced for 
Analysis (1) Analytical model
The thermal analysis of the core internal structures taking into account the effect of coolant of the core bypass flow not exclusive to main flow is planned for evaluating the effect of restricting the core bypass flow on the fuel temperature in normal operation. Thus the core bypass flow are formed by complicated allocation of gaps, true to real shape 3D FEM model is developed to correctly calculate the effect of the core bypass flow. The calculation was conducted by ANSYS v.10 code, which can couple the coolant flows to solid elements with heat transfer characteristics and also calculate pressure and flow rate distribution using Bernoulli equation. The 3D model includes RPV and core internals and core fuels, but limited to 120 degree sector for economization of calculation time. The model is shown in Fig. 2 
. (2) Results of analysis
The analysis cases are configured sequentially from reference case to add restraint measures step by step against the core bypass flow. a) Reference. b) a) + Seal elements for gaps between bottom blocks. c) b) + Flow tubes for gaps between edges of coolant holes in PSR stack. d) c) + Heat resistant core restraint mechanism for gaps between PSR blocks. These measures against the core bypass flow are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
As the results of analyses, the fuel block temperature distributions in height of each case are shown in Fig. 4 .
It is demonstrated that the fuel block temperature in normal operation is tend to reduce with build up of restraint measures step by step against the core bypass flow.
In another respect, between maximum fuel temperature and core flow ratio. 
Core and FP Release Analyses
Prismatic VHTR core have two fuel type, pin-in-block type and multi-hole-type. The difference is that the pin-in-block fuel has coolant channel just around the fuel rod and the multi-hole fuel has coolant channel outside of fuel graphite block in the unit cell. It is shown Fig. 6 .
This chapter describes that the analysis methods that has been developed for pin-in-block fuel can be applied for the multi-hole fuel in the core and FP release analyses.
Nuclear analysis
The DELIGHT-8 (1) code with JENDL-3.3 nuclear library was used to make macro cross-section sets at various burnup points. DELIGHT-8 codes can treat various geometry type of fuel block with burnable poison rods to make smeared effective nuclear cross-sections. The 40 energy groups were used to produce nuclear cross-sections with the collision probability method in DELIGHT-8 code and condensed into the 6 energy groups for the core analysis with CITATION (2) .
There is no difference in the methods and procedures of the nuclear analysis between pin-in-block and multi-hole fuel type. The axial power profile of multi-hole fuel core at some burnup steps in the equilibrium cycle is shown in Fig 7 in 
Fuel layers from core top the power density larger in the bottom region, but the withdrawing of control rods at the end of cycle leads larger power density at top of the core.
Flow distribution analysis
The FLOWNET (3) code is used to obtain the fuel channel flow rate with the model consists of flow network and heat transport path network. The difference between pin-in-block and multi-hole fuel in FLOWNET analyses is the flow channel dimensions and their pressure drop coefficients. Flow fraction to total flow rate and pressure drop are shown in Fig. 8 calculated with FLOWNET. Flow fraction has minimum value at the center of the core height. At bottom region where the fuel temperature is the highest, flow fraction is larger with the seal in bottom blocks.
Fuel temperature analysis
The fuel temperature is calculated with TAC-2D (4) code with power density calculated in the nuclear analysis and the flow rate calculated in the flow distribution analysis. The calculation model is two-dimensional (2D) cylindrical model for a hot channel fuel pin cell in fuel columns. The unit cells of temperature calculation of pin-in-block and multi-hole fuel are shown in Fig. 9 . The dot-dashed lines are unit cell boundaries. It is simple to make the pin-in-block fuel cell into the 2D model due to its cylindrical geometrical configuration.
On the other hand, the unit cell of the multi-hole fuel has three distributed 1/6-coolant channels at the corners in the triangle unit cell. In the analytical model, the coolant channels are modeled into an annular channel around the graphite block. The heat transfer areas to the coolant are different between the actual unit cell and the analytical model, therefore the heat transfer coefficient is adjusted with the ratio of the actual area to the modeled area.
Furthermore, asymmetricity of its configuration makes asymmetric temperature distribution in the graphite block and it leads temperature difference between actual and analytical model.
Therefore the detail The additional adjustment is carried out with the difference of temperature gradient in the fuel block between the actual configuration and cylindrical analytical model. In this way, two adjustments are necessary but the almost same methods can be used for temperature analysis in the multi-hole fuel. The multi-hole fuel temperature along axial coolant flow is shown in Fig. 11. 
FP Release Calculation
It is an important issue for the VHTR study to reduce FP release from the core during normal operation, especially for the case of 950 o C outlet temperature, since its higher temperature increases the diffusion of FP. In particular, metallic FP in the primary coolant affects the maintainability of the reactor plant. Cs-137 and Ag-110m are dominant in the exposure under the maintenance of primary coolant system. This section describes the results of metallic FP release calculation for the multi-hole core in normal plant operation.
The calculation model is shown in Fig. 12 . The model consists of coated fuel particles (cfp) and fuel matrix, graphite region and helium coolant. FP releases are calculated in consideration of diffusion in the cfp (intact and failed), sorption and diffusion in the fuel matrix and in the graphite region, evaporation and mass transfer on the graphite surface into the coolant. FP releases are calculated by our original calculation code.
The fuel temperatures with irradiation times are given by TAC-2D as described in the section 3.3.
The diffusion coefficient and sorption isotherm data are applied from the experimental data (5) (6) . The failure fraction of cfp is assumed 8.25x10 Fig. 13 .
The FR of Ag-110m is shown in Fig. 14 . The FR means the fraction of accumulated FP release amount to the FP amount in the fuels.
The FR for Cs-137 to graphite or coolant is about one fourth in comparison with that to matrix. The FR for Ag-110m to coolant is very small. The result for Cs-137 shows the gap space effect, and that for Ag-110m shows the retention effect in the graphite.
The total FP release to the coolant in normal operation during plant life time (60 y) is 7.9x10
12 Bq for Cs-137 and 4.0x10 10 Bq for Ag-110m in 950 o C operation. It has potential to simplify the maintenance of the facilities in the primary circuit of VHTR plant.
Conclusions
The preliminary study for VHTR has been performed in the viewpoint of the core internals that enable 950 o C outlet temperature, and core and FP release analyses. The conclusions are followings; (1) 3D thermal and hydraulic analyses have clarified that the 950 o C outlet temperature requires approximately 90% fuel flow fraction and it can be achieved with the installation of the seals in bottom blocks, the coolant tubes in the permanent side reflectors and the core restraint devices. (2) The analysis methods of the core and FP calculations that have been developed for the pin-in-block fuel can be applied to multi-hole fuel with some adjustments of the analytical models.
